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Filling in the Blanks

By Zeta Adcock

I got my first pony for my first birthday. “Prince” wasn’t a child-safe pony, and he soon moved a
few farms down the road after ejecting many of my adult relatives. In any case, he was the
predecessor of many mounts — of all shapes and sizes — that were to become mine.
“Ginger” was my first real horse, a 1600-lb. Belgian/Quarter Horse cross. From the time I was
nine years old, she taught me more than you can imagine about love, life, friendship and
growing up. She stayed around to see me have my second child, Dylan, and I think she lovingly
knew it was time for me to move on. She was 32 years old when she passed away. Growing up,
there were five or six neighborhood farm kids and their horses who traveled hundreds —
maybe even thousands — of miles across the county with Ginger and I.
The “gang” met up and rode just about every summer day. We rode until way after dark. We
pretended and made up thrilling scenarios on every ride. We lived in our own little world. We
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carried chocolate milk, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and potato chips in bread bags tied
to our saddle horns. We all still agree that some of the best times of our lives happened on
horseback.
When Britta and Dylan were tiny, I led them on trail rides — two ponies and two lunge lines
from my very forgiving Quarter Horse mare, Trish, as we went through the woods and along the
roads. Dylan’s pony was a “million-dollar” babysitter, and Britta’s scraggly, grumpy pony was
incorrigible. Dylan’s gorgeous little pony was patient and bomb-proof. Britta never returned
from a ride without a swollen lip or scratched up face. Dylan enjoyed snacks and drinks from his
little saddle bags while Britta struggled to stay on the trail (clean side up). It wasn’t long,
however, until soccer, softball, baseball, football and wrestling became the focus of their lives
and both lost interest in their mother’s life-long love of horses.
In 1995, I purchased a small off-the-track Standardbred gelding, Jesse, whose reputation for his
agility, courage and cool temperament is known from New York to North Carolina. I’ve never
encountered an obstacle that he didn’t overcome. I’ve ridden Jesse on terrain that I wouldn’t
navigate on foot. One of my students calls him the “barn manager” at Fox Crossing Farm
because he directs and controls the herd without exception. He was never the prettiest horse
on the trail, but I’ve had my share of offers for him. Once, on a ride in North Carolina, a large
unruly stallion with a timid rider lurched from behind us to bite me in the back. Before the
stallion could make contact, Jesse, who was outsized by 500 lbs and 6 inches in height, reared,
spun around and dug his teeth into the giant’s throat. Both horses stood up on their hind legs
with riders on their backs. Oblivious to the previous attack and in a panic, I spun him back
around and dashed to the side of the trail as other riders intervened to stop the aggressive
stallion. It wasn’t until I had disciplined Jesse for his actions that I was told by the others that he
saved me from the attack. For the rest of the ride, Jesse glared at the stallion every time he got
close to us. He’s even survived the venomous bite of a copperhead to his lower lip. He suffered
a bit of paralysis on the site of the bite and looks a bit like he’s smirking at times, but he’s
become the “go to” horse for special projects from being a steady teacher to frightened or
physically challenged riders to performing public appearances pulling antique carriages. He’s
the “love” of a handful of teenage girls. He can do it all. My dad’s favorite horse of the herd,
he’s still working a minimum of 3 or 4 days a week and is truly responsible for much of my
success today.
In 2004, I began working with a 3-year-old quarter horse mare that had earned the reputation
for being a “nut case.” Amber was unpredictable, sore and flighty. She bolted away from
unseen “ghosts” and she only had one speed—gallop. She didn’t walk without jigging. She had
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no trot. She wouldn’t step over a ground pole. In spite of her craziness, all I keep thinking was,
“But she’s really pretty.”
We began in the woods. We only worked the trails for one solid year. She learned to step over
sticks and leap over logs. She crossed water. In the woods, she could only bolt for so far and
then she’d run into a tree, so it didn’t work out for her so well in that environment. The best
part was that she and I became inseparable. She was the first horse that I ever felt really
needed me. She boosted my confidence in a way that no other horse had done. She responds
when I think it. Sometimes she almost reads my mind. Why? Because she trusts me and wants
us to be the best team we can be. Sometimes I think she puts more into the relationship than I
do. We’ve begun to show in hunter classes. In the past, I had never shown in a hunter show and
had only jumped a few times—many of which were on horses that were just learning
themselves. My jumping form was based on the “I will survive” theme.
Our first show was a higher level schooling show and what a show we put on! We had never
had the chance to jump a full course of fences before that show, but we made the whole
round—twice. The course was set at 2’6”, but we cleared some of the flower covered jumps by
soaring at a height of over 4.’ At the end of the first round, I looked over the rail to see David’s
reaction to our performance, but Amber thought that I was looking ahead to the next jump and
set up to jump out of the arena! My heart almost leaped out of my chest as we spun around
(sans stirrups) in our best reining form and executed the most pathetic finishing circle ever
witnessed in a hunter round. Despite our performance, we walked out of that ring to the cheers
of our peers. “What an impressive performance,” one man said, “we held our breath and
prayed to God that you both survived the round.”
To me, his sarcasm was a backhanded compliment. We did survive and we made it. Today, we
get some ribbons here and there, but nothing means as much as knowing that Amber and I
grew as “hunters” together. We held hands and we worked through the scary stuff. Her
squirrely habits have faded away, and we both enjoy a good hunter show from time to time. I
don’t ever want to “peak” with this horse, because with her, the learning process is what keeps
us close.
My earlier years of leading toddlers on ponies led to hundreds of trail rides with at-risk
teenagers on horseback. It was during my years as a principal of alternative education and
equine therapy director that David and I met, fell in love and decided that horses and their
relationships with people would be our calling. I have grown especially fond of challenges —
both equine and human.
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Although a farm girl and western rider for most of my life, I have learned to love riding hunters.
Even though I don’t really enjoy wearing the breeches, I love to jump!
It really warms my heart that both of my grown children have returned to enjoy the Fox
Crossing Farm herd from time to time. Dylan remains the best “de-spooker” I have ever seen.
David and I giggled one night when Dylan came out of the house with a football helmet on his
head and taught a very defensive horse to pick its legs up for the farrier. A commanding “beast”
in his own right, Dylan has the strength and patience to hold on to a horse’s leg while calmly
and quietly soothing away the panic. Britta and her husband Ryan love to trail ride and rarely
miss an opportunity to help at feeding or hay baling time whenever they are home. Britta has
been my editor-in-chief for this project and many others. I will never be able to repay her for all
the sleep she’s missed as she stayed up to finish articles that I waited until the last minute to
write.
David and I enjoy working our hunters; Flip, Waltz, Rey, and Amber or taking relaxing trail rides
on any of the rest of the gang. In the past few years we have taught a number of Reins of Power
Leadership conferences with fellow horse buddy, Dr. Joseph McCaleb of the University of
Maryland to educators and professionals who want to learn more about leadership and
teaching styles through working with horses. Horses are so versatile and such great teachers. I
ought to know. Most of what matters, I’ve learned from the back of a horse.

Additional photography provided by Greg Chism, Bunnie Abernathy, Rhonda Walker, Matt
McCreary, Ryan McCreary, and Britta McCreary.
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What Does “Broke” Mean?
Recently, a first-time horse buyer asked us to explain the meaning of “broke” as it pertains to a
horse that is for sale. After some intense discussion, we realized that the definition of broke is
not as easy to explain as one might think. Few words in equine advertising are as difficult to
define as this commonly-used term. Adding confusion to the meaning are adjectives frequently
attached to “broke,” such as well, green, saddle, and dead. Even with these words added, the
qualifications of a broke horse can vary from one horseperson to another.
Polling a number of horse enthusiasts, we began to believe that the concrete definition we
were searching for was becoming blurrier by the minute. For our show jumping and fox-hunting
friends, a broke horse is one that willingly and quietly
jumps an unfamiliar course without rushing, refusing
or panicking. Another client is looking for a
“dead-broke” pony for his daughter that will step, not
jump, over obstacles on the trail. A very dear friend
of ours who competes in world-class team penning
events determines that a broke horse is soft to the
bit, flexes naturally, and answers the rider’s requests
without hesitation. She adds that a broke horse will
pick up on a cow without being told to do so.
Die-hard trail riders claim that a broke horse will
stand still to be tacked up and mounted, move in any
direction with light rein or leg cues, cross a river or
other rough terrain without hesitation, and walk, trot
or canter along the trail without spooking at strange
objects or other horses.
After some debate, we have concluded that the general consensus across the disciplines is that
riders expect a broke horse to be soft and responsive to cues, rarely spooked or agitated, bold,
willing and dependable. However, as we noted, each discipline adds its own specifics to the
broader definition. “Broke” is not defined by age, breed or even degree of soundness, and due
to the nature of different disciplines, please remember that “quiet” and “broke” are not
interchangeable modifiers.
The problem with an ambiguous word like “broke” is that when a person buys a “well-broke”
horse, he or she trusts that the horse will go to work quietly and agreeably in whatever manner
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the rider chooses. This is where the horse and owner suitability factor becomes even more
complex. A buyer’s expectations can far exceed the practicality of classifying a horse in this
manner when the label is used to ensure his or her satisfaction with the animal 100 percent of
the time. In reality, even if the horse has been well-trained and willingly responds to leg and
rein aids, the horse and its rider may have disagreements if the horse becomes confused with
the way the rider asks for a response. For many of us, it’s difficult to jump into an unfamiliar
motor vehicle and turn on the headlights in the dark. So it’s easy to understand that even on a
“broke” horse, a bit of fumbling may occur during the first few rides, or until the rider is sure
that he or she is properly using a cue that the horse understands.
A good horse and rider relationship — like any great partnership — Is a product of mutual
respect, earned trust and open communication and is not entirely dependent on the
qualifications of one partner or the other. It is unrealistic to believe that a broke horse will
never refuse or “pitch a fit.” Many of us are now accustomed to high-speed Internet and
become incredibly impatient when our service is slow or a server is down. Similarly, some riders
become frustrated when communication breakdowns hinder their success in the saddle. Some
“well-broke” horses are discounted as “stupid” or “crazy” when the cues are not clear between
rider and horse.
One way to decrease the possibility of problems with a new horse is to first identify if the horse
has any “holes” in its training foundation. Examples of holes are (1) the horse that performs
brilliantly in the show ring, but will not step out on to the trail or leave the barn without a fuss,
(2) the horse that becomes nervous in certain situations, such as saddling or trailer loading, (3)
the horse that does not go comfortably on a loose rein and bolts or balks unexpectedly, (4) the
horse that needs a strong bit, curb chain, or other mechanical device to be stopped, (5) the
horse that requires heavy rein pressure each time it is asked to turn right or left, and (6) the
horse that refuses to stand quietly for the farrier or veterinarian.
If your horse exhibits any of these holes, your “broke” horse may simply need a tune-up. You
will be surprise how much “tuning” you can do on your own.
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Confidence: Building Trust,
Maintaining Control
Early in our training careers, David and I vowed to continue learning and improving our own
methods while working to build relationships between horses and riders. As David studies the
training theories and techniques taught by the classical masters, I research the behavior
patterns of horses and humans — especially the parallels between horses and at-risk youths.
We regularly attend seminars and other educational forums where we can enhance our abilities
to improve the health and performance of our clients and their horses.
However, some of the lessons we learn occur in unlikely situations. Over the past months, I
have gained insight from observing the actions of two of my students. These two girls have
reminded me of the value of groundwork, and they have taken my thoughts on horsemanship
and instruction to a higher level.
“Amber” and “Lyvia” are both generally timid young girls who dislike schoolwork and possess a
deep love for animals. When I began giving them riding lessons, the gentleman who owns the
riding facility offered the use of a sensible but quirky lesson horse. I had noticed that “Izzy” was
uneasy with shadows and often spooked at changes in footing, which concerned me because
the girls were beginners. For this reason, I was always careful to keep the horse working in an
area that was well lit and familiar.
One night during training, Amber asked if she could lead Izzy to the far end of the arena.
Although I mentioned that I would like her stay in the lighted end, I understand now that my
answer was not exactly a “no.” Amber proceeded to lead the horse to the darkened end of the
arena, across a brightly colored ground pole and past a pair of scrapping cats and back without
a hitch. Under those circumstances, this horse normally would have spooked or balked at least
three times with any adult.
On another occasion, Lyvia asked to get off the horse and lead it during her lesson. Not wanting
to hamper her desire for riding, I obliged. As I watched Lyvia lead the horse around a cone
pattern for fun, I felt bad that I was allowing her to play with the horse at a time when I should
be offering valuable riding instruction.
Because she is a very small girl, she takes tiny steps. So, I advised her to watch that Izzy didn’t
step on her feet. However, she continued along without raising her head to acknowledge my
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warning. She was in deep conversation with the horse, and he in turn was keeping his eyes on
her at all times. I realized as I watched the pair that Izzy was dropping his head lower and
walking in shorter strides than normal as he navigated the cones.
The picture was amazing. This tiny girl was controlling every part of the horse — his legs, his
body, his head and especially his mind — without my help. This kind of control is the goal of
every accomplished rider.
To Lyvia and Amber, Izzy is a partner, and they treat him that way. They don’t exactly use the
cues that I use when they “play,” but he reads their body language and interprets their tone of
voice. They direct and conduct the activities and then gently rub his face to praise his
obedience.
The priceless lessons that these girls
have taught me is that even as
knowledgeable, experienced horse
people, we allow past experiences,
horror stories and “what-mighthappens” to interfere with the
beauty of our relationships with our
horses. We tense up when we see a
piece of blowing plastic or
newspaper — alerting our horses to
the fact that we are scared, so they
should be too. The girls have
reminded me that a rider must be
confident, patient, forgiving and
free from preconceived notions
about scary things and obstacles. A good horse and rider relationship, like any great
partnership, is a product of mutual respect, earned trust and open communication and is not
entirely dependent on the qualifications of one partner or the other. In order to stay safe, we
must be in control — not like militant warlords, but as the leading partner in a beautiful dance.
This is the time of year to develop your own confidence as you strengthen your relationship
with your horse. Make time to lead your horse for fun. Look in its eyes and stroke its face. Be
your horse’s best friend.
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Do You Doubt that You
Love Your Horse?
Throughout the day, the media inundates
listeners with experts’ claims of leading
causes — the leading cause of heart disease,
the leading cause of weight gain, the leading
cause of automobile accidents, etc. Although I
often regard these claims as faddish hype,
there is one “leading cause” theory that has
proven itself to me in many aspects of my life:
The leading cause of failure is doubt.
Successful people believe in themselves. They
believe in their work, and they believe in their
abilities to succeed. Doubters spend more
time worrying about the effects of their
impending failures than they do in developing
their plans for success.
Over the years, we have met a number of
folks who approach horsemanship and riding
with the same attitude: “What if he gets
loose?” “What if I fall off?” “What if we miss
the lead change in front of the judge?” Equine activities have the potential for great danger;
however, proper planning and preparation can lessen the chances for accidents, boost the
confidence of both rider and horse and help to eliminate doubt.
To prepare yourself for equine activities, make a list of your own “doubts.” If your doubts
include fears of equine behaviors like charging forward when being led, spooking or otherwise
ignoring the handler, refusing to stand for the veterinarian or farrier, biting, nipping or failure to
load in the trailer, then your plan should begin with solid ground manners training. Learn the
basics of good ground manners, then spend quality time teaching your horse to do the same.
A number of excellent horsemanship training programs can guide you in the right direction if
you are unsure about the proper ways to communicate these techniques with your horse.
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Better yet, a professional trainer or instructor can boost your confidence as you learn. The
money that you will spend on lessons will be well worth the added control that you will gain.
If your doubts list begins with FALLING OFF in capital letters, you need to examine your seat
and riding form. Have a friend videotape you as you ride at the walk, trot, and canter. As you
view the tape, take special note of your position, your reactions to the horse’s movements, and
your use of rein, leg, and seat cues. Most fearful riders have very little control of their horses —
and even of their own bodies. Again, you may need to seek some professional assistance in
order to make your ride safer and more effective.
Take advantage of clinics, seminars and other training opportunities where you can gain
knowledge and confidence with your horse. Although these venues may seem expensive, the
positive outcomes far outweigh the following alternatives: failure to use a horse that costs you
money to keep, losing money on a horse that you choose to sell because you don’t enjoy it, or
failure to enjoy the horse activities that you once loved.
Once you have begun to devise a plan for success, your doubts will slowly begin to fade. As you
plan, you take control. You call the shots. You are now loving the horse that once made your
knees rattle and your stomach turn. Your horse can be your partner and best friend again. Every
rider yearns to have that special connection that takes their riding experience to a euphoric
level.
James C. Wofford, one of the world’s top competitors for over 30 years in three-day eventing,
illustrates this type of connection in his book Training the Three-Day Event Horse and Rider. In
speaking of his partnership with his 1978 World Championship mount, Carawich, the author
claims, “If I ever have to jump a cross-country fence that no one has ever seen before, and my
life depends on it, I want to be looking through the ears of Carawich.”
This is going to be a great riding season!
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Training the Doubt Out of Your Horse
In our last article, we explained
that a rider’s emotions critically
impact his or her horse’s
response to cues, dangers and
overall performance. If you’re
not a believer yet, take a
minute to think about the
following scenarios: (1) The
horse often refuses to cross an
obstacle and is now accustomed
to being spurred, beaten with a
stick or slapped in the head
each time it encounters
something scary. The horse
never gets any braver. (2) The
horse encounters a plastic bag flapping on a fence and feels the rider pull up the reins and grip
tightly with his legs. The horse realizes the rider is as frightened as it is. (3) The horse misses the
cue for a lead change and the rider harshly shifts his or her weight and spurs the horse
mercilessly 12 inches from the original “cue spot.” The horse takes the full brunt of the rider’s
embarrassment for losing a coveted trophy.
Anger, fear and disappointment on the rider’s part are always received with confusion and
distrust by the horse. When we watch a herd of wild horses cross a precarious ravine, it is
evident that the leader of the herd moves the entire band with wisdom and confidence. Most
effective trainers develop methods that emulate “horse language.” Concise commands
presented with conviction eliminate doubt and allow the horse to learn in a manner that
minimizes stress and distrust.
The key to a positive riding experience is three-fold. First, develop a plan. Decide how and
where you plan to signal to the horse for the desired response. The cool thing about horses is
that you can train a horse to respond to a cue anywhere on its body if you always “ask” the
same way. I think about successful riders I know who have physical disabilities. They simply
adjust their cues according to their ability. When the cue is delivered in the same manner
repeatedly, the horse understands what it is being asked to do.
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Last evening as I was riding “Flip,” a draft cross that is much fuller in the barrel than my usual
ride, I commented to David that the horse felt slow to respond to my leg cues. David reminded
me that Flip’s last two riders were over six feet tall and each weighed a minimum of 240
pounds. Apparently, my legs were falling about six inches above the area that this horse was
accustomed to feeling heavy pressure. David quipped, “Zeta, he’s just figuring out that you
have short legs.”
The great Margie Goldstein-Engle (whose legs are much shorter than mine) competes on an
international-level on massive show jumpers. David reminded me that Margie’s horses learn to
respond to the way she rides — regardless of the fact that a much taller person may have
originally trained them. Therefore, it is true that any cue delivered consistently and repeatedly
will be understood by the horse.
Those folks who have seen trainers who specialize in “horse tricks” know that cues can be
delivered even without a physical connection between horse and trainer. When teaching a new
cue, you must remember that once you have decided on a plan, don’t turn back, even if the
horse responds negatively the first few times. Doubting yourself and changing cues or delivery
methods will only confuse your horse and set your training back tremendously.
Second, you must be patient. Training is just that — training. Remember that you are teaching a
new skill. Many new employees are given 30-60 days to master a new skill at work. In a job
setting, we are given information, and then we have a sufficient amount of time to practice the
skill before we are expected to master it. Most times, the information is in English — a language
we speak fluently. Imagine a horse’s frustration when it is given information in a foreign
language and expected to “get it” the first or second time it is asked. (And we call ourselves the
intelligent ones!)
Third, you must praise correct responses. If the horse responds in the right direction, tell it,
“Good job!” Even if the response is not completely perfect, praise baby steps. When a horse is
balking at an obstacle, commend the horse for the slightest step forward. Wait a split second
then ask for another step. Any positive response should warrant some form of congratulation. If
you ask your horse to flex to the side and it braces its jaw, let off the pressure as quickly as it
stops bracing. Adding a jerk or a smack to the horse’s defensiveness causes nasty feelings to
develop between horse and rider.
In training, the release of pressure is more effective than a sweet snack. A release, a rub or kind
words spoken in a positive tone give the horse the impression that you know what you’re doing
and that he can trust you. In his eyes, you are a positive leader — one whom he would be
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willing to carry across the most treacherous ravine on your command. Consistency, confidence
and praise are the answers to training the doubt right out of your horse.
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Please Be Patient!
A number of horse owners face a common problem — a horse that panics, attempts to flee or
becomes aggressive every time it is separated from the herd. A herd-bound horse is often
nervous or frightened because, when separated from the rest, instinct implies that the horse
has been “cut out” by a predator and may be risking injury or worse.
Surrounded by pasture mates, a horse feels protected because of the complex
alarm-and-defense system provided by the group. Some fear-based reactions exhibited by the
herd-bound horse may include striking, leaping forward or backward, rearing, kicking, struggling
to get back to the herd or biting — the same responses a person may exhibit while being
mugged, for example.
In
many
cases,
the
herd-bound horse was
never trained to be patient
or to stand alone without
crowding the handler. To
increase
your
horse’s
patience and ability to
stand quietly at the end of a
lead rope, try an exercise
such as this: Using only a
halter and long cotton lead
rope, stand in front of the
horse (always slightly off to
one shoulder) with the
horse
facing
you.
Throughout this exercise,
the horse must keep both eyes on you and remain focused on your cues at all times. If the
horse becomes distracted or “blows you off,” shake the lead rope firmly until you regain its
attention.
First, ask the horse to back one step away from you. Do this by using the free end of the lead
rope to gently rap the middle of the horse’s chest until it steps back. You must keep your feet
still and stay in one place. Keep cuing the horse with the lead rope in a steady manner (without
increasing the speed or force of the tapping) until the horse steps back.
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Remain calm, even if you must be firm, and do not lose your temper. You must ask consistently
until the horse responds correctly. A confused horse will move sideways, forward or paw at the
ground, so you must be clear with your directives. When the horse moves backward, even if it is
a slight step backward, stroke its neck and shower it with praise. Positive reinforcement will
encourage your horse to follow your commands willingly. Harsh words and brutal treatment
only bring resentful compliance.
It helps to add a verbal cue such as “back” each time you ask for a step. Once the horse
understands your physical and verbal cues, ask it to step back, one step at a time, until it is
standing eight to ten feet away from you at the other end of the lead rope. Remember, you
stay in one place — the horse must move away from you.
Now, with the horse standing at this distance, firmly say “stand.” Wait only about 10 or 15
seconds and praise the horse for standing still. Don’t expect the horse to stand for long periods
of time at first. However, you must make the decision for it to move.
If the horse walks off, back it up, repeat “stand” and move on with the exercise. Some horses
will really try your patience at this point in the exercise, but you must not give up until the
horse understands that “stand” means “stand still until I tell you to move.” You can increase the
time and distance as your horse masters the exercise.
When the horse stands still successfully, pull gently on the rope and walk the horse back to you
one step at a time. Release the pressure of the pull each time the horse moves forward a step.
Once the horse backs away from you, stands still and walks quietly forward to you on cue, you
will have gained better ground control, and you will have built a better relationship with your
horse.
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Simply a Misunderstanding
The young man watched anxiously as his two-year-old gelding took its first forward steps
carrying a rider. Cautiously, the horse stepped forward one, two, three and then four steps
before it locked on the emergency brake as if to say, “Okay, that’s far enough.” I gently cued
the horse to step out to the side with one front leg (a cue that I ensure is in place before I climb
into the saddle.) Instantly, the young gelding began to move forward again. Two, three, four
even five more steps and then again, the feet stopped moving. I picked up the rein and asked
again for the “step out” cue as I gently squeezed its sides with my legs. The horse gave me
another ten steps as I reassuringly stroked the side of its neck before slowing to a halt.
The young owner declared, “It looks like he’s a stubborn one.” I assured the man that the “stop
and go” dance that I was performing with his horse was not a display of obstinate behavior on
the horse’s part. Simply speaking, his horse lacked the confidence that it needed to carry me
around on its back while I gently lifted one rein at a time and pressed its sides with unfamiliar
signals.
This horse had begun its formal education only three hours earlier. After the initial round
penning session, it was ready for desensitization games and ground work. Breezing through the
“see-what-Zeta-can-spook-you-with” games without a hitch, the horse stood quietly for the
bridle, pad and saddle. I must note that during the desensitization process, this particular horse
truly reinforced my belief in the value of imprinting. The owner had told me earlier that the
horse had been correctly imprinted at birth. Consequently, I couldn’t find a flinchy, spooky or
touchy area in or around this horse. I dragged the mounting block to the horse’s side and after
a few brief checks, mounted with confidence. Quietly and on cue, the horse stepped forward.
Thus began the stop and go routine that alarmed the horse’s conscientious owner. All at once I
realized the valuable lesson that could be taught with this horse. Here was my “teaching
moment,” something we teachers savor when working with receptive students.
“Your horse is not stubborn. It has aced every test I’ve thrown at it to this point. It’s just trying
to figure out what I want,” I explained. In addition to the added weight and tack, the horse was
struggling to move forward confidently without a leader on the ground. It is important to
remember that a horse must learn to understand a whole new language--a new set of
cues--when the rider moves from the ground to its back. In an instant, the signals it is receiving
are felt and not seen. A horse must be taught to translate these signals in a manner that neither
frustrates or frightens it. The first few rides are as stressful psychologically as they are physically
to the horse. I can relate to this type of frustration. At the Boys’ Ranch where I work with at-risk
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teenage boys, it sometimes takes me days to understand the unique lingo of a new resident
whose English is flavored with Spanish and ghetto slang. Often, I rely on body language and
familiar gestures (cues that I can see) to
interpret the student’s demeanor and
intentions.
That day, the first hour of riding consisted of
me getting on, going a few steps and getting
off repeatedly. Believe me, if your patience
is thin, that’s not the day to begin training.
As the horse gained confidence and learned
to trust me, the length and amount of
strides increased. Before long, we were
moving around the round pen in true
harmony. Without any show of resistance,
the young horse responded as David
mounted and asked for both the trot and
canter to the left and right.
On the second day of training, the owner
beamed as the horse strode boldly out of
the enclosed riding area and on to the trail.
In the company of two seasoned horses, the young gelding carried his proud owner in the front,
middle and back of the pack as if it had miles of riding experience under the saddle. The horse’s
owner was amazed at the forwardness of the same horse he feared was resistant to training
just one day before. Many riders misinterpret a horse’s sluggish response to cues as a display of
disrespectful behavior. Chances are, a language barrier is hindering the horse’s ability to
understand its job. This problem is also apparent in older riding horses that have never been
trained correctly, or have had to deal with numerous riders wielding varying levels of skill.
Horses such as this can be retrained to better understand their riders’ cues. Our clinics,
seminars, and training formats focus on correcting communication issues between horses and
riders so that we may continue towards our goal of “building better relationships between
horses and riders.”
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Trailer Loading 101
The old timers’ used to say, “There’s more
than one way to skin a cat,” meaning that
there’s more than one way to get a job done.
Anyone who watches a man and woman do
identical tasks can attest to that fact. The
man will get the job completed brilliantly,
but the woman will get it done cheaper,
while cooking supper and organizing a 4-H
meeting. Sorry David, I just had to throw that
one in there!
There definitely is more than one way to put
a horse in a trailer. Interestingly enough, I
think we’ve seen all of them. Most
professional trainers have their signature
trailer loading method and they’re all
effective, if done correctly. It’s not so much
about the tool you use or the video you buy.
It’s more about your approach. It can be
done smoothly and without incident, or it
can become a traumatic event that includes
the use of winches, chains, shovels and
profanity.
David and I have a running “I’m better than you at…” competition going on at all times; however, in the
case of trailer loading, he wins hands down. He has a reputation for being able to trailer load
“impossible” horses with very little fight or commotion. He never forces a horse on a trailer, but he
always gets the horse on quicker the second time. The secrets of his success include the following: (1) he
maintains a patient, but confident attitude (2) he never asks too much too soon and (3) he makes sure
the horse is as comfortable in the trailer as out of the trailer.
Before he begins to load the horse (using only a halter and lead rope), David makes sure that he can lead
it safely. If the horse is pushy or distracted, he teaches it to move forward, backward and stop on cue
before he attempts to put it in the trailer.
Next, he teaches the horse to move its hip and shoulder over when pressure is applied. There is nothing
scarier than being trapped between a frightened horse and a steel divider. He always makes sure that a
touch on the shoulder or hip will cause the horse to step sideways at least one step with a front or back
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leg. Once forward, backward and sideways movements are established, David and the horse approach
the back of the trailer.
He walks as close to the trailer as the horse will permit. Then, he asks for one more step by pulling
gently on the lead rope. He holds constant pressure until the horse moves forward. Then immediately,
he releases, praises the horse and asks it to back up a step. Most people think that it would be a great
mistake to lose ground during a task like this, but ultimately, it is the backing away that gives the horse
the confidence to move on forward. Next by applying the same pressure, he asks for another step, then
another. Each time he gets closer or feels the horse become tense, he asks the horse to back away a
step or two. He asks for one step into the trailer, then one step out. The repetition of this exercise
increases the horse’s confidence and security. Even once all four feet have stepped inside the trailer,
David backs the horse out and then right back into the trailer. He may take a minute to stand quietly
stroking the horse inside the trailer, but his cues to step in and out are quickly mastered by the
now-willing horse. David always warns clients not to slam the door on the horse as soon as it is in the
trailer as that will cause a horse to feel trapped and panicky. The horse should be taught to stand in the
trailer without the door or ramp closed. This also prevents the horse from bolting out the back when the
trailer door is opened at the end of a trip. You know that you are successful when the horse chooses to
stand quietly in the trailer alone.
By making the loading experience less stressful, you will find that traveling with your horse can be fun
and relaxing.
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Stepping Up
We are routinely asked to “fix” horses that refuse to stand quietly for their riders at mounting
time. Mounting a moving horse can be extremely dangerous, especially once the horse has
learned to bolt away from the rider. In such a case, the rider should identify and eliminate any
actions that might instigate the issue. Simply, the rider should “step up” and take responsibility
for his role in the horse/rider relationship.
Riders’ common mounting mistakes that can coax even a well-trained horse to become a
squirrelly brat at riding time follow:




The rider has no control of
the horse’s head. A rider
should keep a firm hold on
the reins in his left hand
while sturdily grasping the
horse’s mane. The left rein
should be drawn up a bit in
order to flex the horse’s
head towards the rider,
eliminating the horse’s
ability to bolt forward or
turn its hind quarters at the
rider as it moves away.
Always keep the horse’s
head towards you, but
keep a close eye on a horse
that tends to bite. If the horse snips at you, you may discourage the behavior by using
an open hand at the side of the muzzle (not a fist) and a firm “No!” to remind the horse
that biting is unacceptable. However, never let go of your reins, even if you become
unbalanced.
The rider thrusts his toe into the horse’s ribs. Always place your toe against the girth or
cinch when you step into the stirrup. Horses are often trained to move away from
pressure, so by gouging a pointy-toed boot into a horse’s ribs, you are saying “Move
away from me.” It is also helpful if you turn your toe slightly forward towards the
horse’s shoulder to soften the pressure. As you begin to raise your weight above the
saddle, press the inside of your knee against the side of the saddle.
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The rider pulls on the horn, pommel or cantle to drag himself up and over the horse’s
back. Even a well-fitted saddle can cause moderate to sharp pain to a horse’s spine
when the saddle is shifted across the tender vertebrae in order to support a rider’s
weight. When this happens, a horse may step towards the rider to lessen the “bite” on
its back. After the toe is placed correctly in the stirrup, the rider should grip the top of
the horse’s mane and neck crest with the left or “rein-holding” hand and firmly push
down on the right side of the back of the saddle’s seat with the right hand. Next, the
rider must push his own weight up until his upper body is balanced above the horse,
similar to pulling one’s self out of a swimming pool.
The rider thumps his seat or legs against the horse as he comes to rest in the saddle.
Once you have lifted your upper body above the saddle, swing your right leg over the
horse’s back and gently place your foot in the right stirrup. Also, whenever a rider
brushes the horse’s backside with his foot or slams his own backside into the saddle, he
risks startling or frightening the horse before he is balanced, settled, and ready to ride.
The rider gallops off at the start. Riders who like to “put the spur to the horse” at the
start of the ride often condition their horses to anticipate a harsh takeoff. A horse that is
abruptly cued forward may begin to jump the green light in order to avoid being spurred
or kicked. This horse may even learn to jump out from under a rider who is not yet
ready to run.
The rider is too embarrassed to use a mounting block or stool. One must always put
the horse’s comfort before the rider’s pride.

Once a rider has eliminated the possibility that he is committing “mounting errors,” he must
practice the corrected procedures until the horse trusts that it will not be gouged, pinched, or
slammed each time the rider steps into the stirrup. If the horse continues to evade the rider at
mounting time, the problem may truly be a training issue. Nevertheless, whenever corrections
are made in the horse’s or rider’s behavior, the new practices must be performed regularly and
without exception. Repeated mistakes will convince your horse that it must protect itself from
your actions. The same care should be taken as the rider dismounts his horse.
If you feel that your horse is becoming increasingly dangerous to mount, we highly recommend
that you contact a reputable trainer to help you make the necessary corrections.
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Want a Better Horse?
It’s as Easy as 1-2-3-4.
Depending on your discipline, at least one of the following terms may be used to describe the
way a horse is moving: “on the bit,” “rounded,” “through,” “going in a frame,” “using its back,”
“working off its rear” and “on the vertical.” Each of these phrases explains the athletic position
and performance exhibited by a well-trained horse and verifies the muscular-skeletal strength,
development and controllability of a healthy performance horse. The theory of developing a
horse that is “through” crosses the disciplines and means, in laymen’s terms, teaching a horse
to develop specific muscle groups so that it can move and work efficiently. Correctly-trained,
well-developed horses have better chances of staying strong, sound and productive throughout
their careers, including horses of every discipline and breed--even trail and pleasure horses.
Also crossing the disciplines are the following conditions that lead to unsoundness or lack of
responsiveness, many of which are the result of poor training or riding habits that have
occurred because a horse is permitted or encouraged to use the wrong muscle groups at the
wrong times:






Sore back or neck: This occurs when the horse is allowed to move with its head in an
unnatural position, thus shortening or injuring the muscles that run along the top of its
neck and spine, making the abdominal muscles weak and ineffective. Alas, poor training
and/or riding has been the cause of many a “sway back” horse.
Rein lameness: This condition is frequently caused by a rider who uses the bit and reins
to hold or balance himself in the saddle and often requires veterinary care, medication
and months of rehabilitative training by a professional rider to correct.
“Hard mouth” (a diminished response to rein cues): Horses become unresponsive
when they learn to push the bit back into the “fatty” part of their lips and cheeks
instead of allowing the bit to lie across the bars of the mouth. Once a horse has learned
to protect its mouth by raising its head and avoiding bit pressure, it may be almost
impossible to turn or stop. However, buying a stronger, more severe bit will not correct
this problem. At this point, both the rider and horse must be retrained so that the horse
will permit the bit to be used correctly in the hands of a conscientious rider.

The good news is that any responsible rider who takes the time to ensure that his or her horse’s
training program includes some basic developmental exercises and a consistent workout plan
can prevent the above maladies from occurring.
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Although similar techniques are used by a number of trainers who teach or use Natural
Horsemanship methods, these basic exercises are known by our students as the “1-2-3-4”
program. The four-step program allows the rider to begin training his or her horse to (1) flex
and give to the bit, (2) stretch down to engage its “top line,” (3) bend at the poll and (4) change
leg speed. You can actually begin to have all of this in just four simple steps.
Just a word of caution: Do not begin this or any training exercise if your time is limited. You
must also choose a safe and enclosed area in which to work, like an arena, round pen or
paddock where you can focus on the exercise at hand and not on potential hazards or other
riders.

Step One (From the Saddle):
Pick up the left rein in your left hand and hold slight pressure on that rein until your horse
flexes its nose (approximately four inches to the left). As soon as the horse willingly turns, drop
the rein and release the pressure. Pick up the same rein and repeat. Always release the rein as

1. Flex and
give to the
bit.

2. Stretch
down to
engage the
"top line."

3. Bend at
the poll.

4. Change
leg speed.

soon as the horse responds correctly. Throughout step one and step two, it is important that
you do not pick up the opposite rein for any reason. If the horse begins to throw its head or
move forward, backwards or sideways, simply ignore the movement and hold the pressure
steadily--not increasing or decreasing--until the correct response is achieved. Make sure that
you do the exercise on both sides using one rein at a time. The horse should respond equally
well on both sides. In all parts of this exercise, the release of pressure is the key to success. If
the rider becomes impatient and lets go too early, the horse will fail to understand the
significance of the cue. Some horses will stand stoically with pressure on the rein for 10 to 15
minutes. In cases like that, the rider must not lose patience, give in to boredom or become
angry. The horse is simply trying to wait YOU out. Do not increase the pressure or jerk on the
rein at anytime during this exercise. Remain steady and hold firmly until you feel the jaw soften
and the nose flex to the side, then release. Repeat this until your horse responds correctly each
time it is asked.

Step Two:
Once the horse is standing with its nose flexed to the left, continue to hold the left rein in your
left hand and again eliminate any slack in that rein until you are pulling with approximately two
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to three pounds of pressure. Once you have set the appropriate pressure, do not increase or
lessen that pressure until you see a correct response. Now, hold pressure on that rein until the
horse drops its nose slightly toward the ground. As soon as you feel the drop, you must release
the pressure completely and drop the rein.
At first, the horse may only drop its nose one to two inches, but once it understands that
pressure on the rein means to drop its head, its responses will become more fluent and
productive. Repeat the cue until the horse responds quickly and willingly when asked. Also,
always repeat the training on the opposite side as well so that the horse is schooled equally on
both sides of its body. When you are finished with the first two parts of this exercise, your
horse should flex and drop its head with just the touch of one rein.

Step Three:
Please note that this step should not be attempted until the horse has learned to flex and drop
its nose as described in Steps One and Two.
After the horse has successfully flexed its nose to the side and dropped its head, you must pick
up the right (or opposite) rein and hold steady pressure (approximately two to three pounds)
until the horse rounds its neck and bends at the poll. As soon as the horse softens or bends
correctly, you must release the pressure immediately. By releasing, you teach the horse that it
has answered your request correctly. If you hold pressure on the reins too long, you may
confuse or frustrate your horse. Once it responds to Steps One, Two and Three successfully in
sequence, repeat the exercises more quickly to gain faster responses to your cues. If the horse
lifts its head in the process, ask again immediately and hold until you receive the correct
response.
As you repeat Step Three, you should feel the horse’s back raise under the saddle. This signals
that the horse is correctly tightening its abdominal muscles and is using those muscle groups
that run along the top line of its body. If the horse is not raising its back during this step, the
response is incorrect and will result in a false bend or roundness of the neck. When a horse
raises its back, you may experience a feeling in the saddle that is similar to that when the horse
has a bowel movement. Some inexperienced riders mistake this feeling to be a warning that the
horse is about to drop its head and buck. Do not fear--you, like your horse, will learn to
appreciate the new way the horse moves. Practice makes perfect, and once your horse
understands the first three steps of the program, you must begin to teach it to perform the
technique at any speed or direction.
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Step Four:
Step Four is simply a change of speed or direction. This step teaches the horse to work more
efficiently in a rounded “frame.” Ask the horse to flex, drop and round at the halt. Once the
horse has rounded with its back raised, hold pressure on both reins until the horse steps one
step back. Following the backward step, reward the horse by releasing pressure and stroking its
neck to let it know that its response is correct. If the horse raises its head or nose before
stepping back, repeat the first three steps before you begin again.
Always release pressure
after each backward
step. Holding pressure
without release in the
backup can result in head
tossing or rearing in the
early stages of the
program. Once you have
achieved a perfectly
rounded backward step,
you may choose to begin
walking forward after the
1-2-3
steps
are
performed. It is important to remember that horses in the early stages of training have not
developed their top-line muscles well enough to hold the rounded frame for extended periods.
These techniques should be applied for small amounts of time until the horse has achieved the
ability to use its body correctly. If you ask for too much too quickly, you risk making the horse
sore and resentful during the training exercises. You can increase the time that you focus on the
1-2-3-4 program as the horse builds strength in its abdomen and top-line muscle groups.
Once the horse has begun to maintain a rounded frame, you will feel the difference in the
comfort of your ride. Your horse will begin to gain control of its ability to change speed and
direction as it uses its body more efficiently.
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The Buck Stops Here
Bucking, like rearing, bolting or spooking, is a nasty vice that can unseat even the most
seasoned rider. A horse that bucks on the trail or in the show ring can cause a major
catastrophe if other horses become frightened because of its misbehavior.
Horses buck for many reasons, and in most cases, a horse’s intention is not to hurt the rider. If
your horse performs an occasional (or even a fairly regular) bucking jag when you ride it, try a
few of the following tricks (in the
category that best fits your horse) to
eliminate the problem:




The “girthy” horse. This horse
rolls up and bucks whenever
the girth is tightened--even
before the rider steps into the
stirrup. This type of horse is
uncomfortable with anything
that fits tight around its heart
girth. Most pin their ears, grit
their teeth or even bite the
closest wood they can find
when they are saddled. You
can resolve this issue by first rubbing the horse vigorously with your hands all around
the belly and girth area. Do this on both sides of the horse. Tighten the girth slowly, and
after a minute or two, loosen it again. Then tighten and loosen repeatedly until the
horse stops anticipating the tightness of the girth. Once the horse relaxes, you may
tighten up the girth and mount up. Repeat this procedure each time you ride to lessen
your horse’s “girth anxiety.”
The horse that hurts. Improper saddle fit, leg and back pain and a rider who bounces
too hard against the saddle at the trot and canter can cause a horse to buck. First, check
to make sure that your horse is moving soundly without a rider and that the saddle fits
well--not bridging, rubbing or pinching the withers area. Also, ask a riding buddy to
watch you ride at the canter or lope to see if you are getting airtime between you and
your saddle at the faster gait. If so, you may be instigating the buck by slamming your
weight against the horse’s back. A few “seat” lessons by a qualified riding instructor may
help you and your horse to be more comfortable.
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The horse that refuses to go forward. Some horses buck because they are afraid to
move forward. Some have never been trained to move off of leg cues. A horse that is
afraid moves along well in a group, but balks when it is asked to go out alone. In a case
such as this, you should ride a short distance from the barn and back, then gradually
lengthen the distance you travel away from the barn. Each time you travel out and back,
the horse will become more confident and will learn to leave the barn without fear. If
your horse has locked on its emergency brake, the safest way to move it is to unlock the
front end first. To do this, pick up one rein and ask the horse to step off to one side or
another. Once you have asked, do not give up until the horse actually takes a step. This
may take a great deal of patience, but never let the pressure off the rein until the horse
actually moves, then release. To successfully “unstick” a locked-up horse, you may need
to ask for a step to one side and then the other, repeatedly, until the horse moves
forward without balking.
The head-shy or spooky horse. Some horses that buck do so in an attempt to flee
frightening situations. For a frightened horse that bolts and bucks, use the “one-rein
stop” to diffuse the buck and slow the horse down so that you can regain control.
Remember this advice, “Pulling one rein will save your life and pulling two reins will get
you hurt.” When you pull two reins up on a bucker, you enhance his balance and ability
to pull you out of the saddle. By pulling one rein, you take the horse off balance as you
disengage the hind quarters. Depending on how violently your horse reacts to
frightening circumstances, you may choose to seek out the services of a professional
trainer to help you.

Horses that intentionally try to injure the rider are actually few and far between. However,
there are some horses that may never be a safe or enjoyable ride for anyone. Never attempt to
correct or “ride out” a horse that undoubtedly tries to harm you. Instead, contact a professional
trainer who may help you to evaluate the suitability of this horse to your riding program.
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A Course in Cantering
“I only plan to walk and trot this horse,” the timid rider declared as she led her mount into the
arena. “I don’t need to learn to canter.”
Smiling, David and I wondered if her new horse had signed up for the same “walk-trot”
agreement. In many cases, riders who choose not to canter or gallop are able to find horses
that never break the pace of a trot or gait; however, most breeds of horses are naturally
designed to have a higher gear and that “overdrive” may kick in on cue or in connection with
flight response. Therefore, riders who fear the canter (or question their ability to canter
properly) may want to gain control of their fears and their horses in case the event arises. A
word of advice before you begin: Make sure that your horse is able to canter under saddle
without pain or undue stress. A sore horse may buck or kick out at the canter, so you must first
rule out any problems that could hinder your success.
Here are some exercises you may use to increase your cantering skills:






Begin in a round pen or small
enclosed arena (No less than
50 feet in diameter for this
exercise). Working in a circle
encourages both horse and
rider to remain focused on the
task. Also, by using the fence
or rail, you can effectively slow
down a frisky horse. Make sure
that your horse’s muscles are
warm, your tack is secure and
your helmet is on.
Ensure that you can walk and trot in a controlled manner without holding yourself in the
saddle with your reins. If you find that you are pulling back on the reins to keep your
balance in the saddle, you must first fix your seat position so that you can ride on a
loose rein before you will be able to move on.
When you ask for the canter, sit naturally--don’t lean excessively forward or backward.
Your legs should hang relaxed below your body. Never thrust your feet rigidly forward
or curl them up behind the girth. Both ways will affect your balance and impair your
ability to stay relaxed at the canter. As you ask, you should only need to cue the horse
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lightly behind the girth area with the outside leg. You should never have to kick
aggressively with both legs to cue for a canter. (This cue will be explained in next
month’s issue.)
As your horse picks up the canter, it is important that the reins in your hands are
allowing the horse to move forward freely. You should feel a “lift” as your horse begins
to canter. In order for the horse’s movement to flow naturally, your hands should follow
as its shoulders and neck extend and lengthen in the gait. Never hold your hands rigidly
at the canter. Many horses reach out with their heads and necks as they extend their
stride. If you hold tightly or jerk up on the reins as the horse reaches down and out, the
horse may throw its head to avoid the bit pressure. Harsh, untrained hands can actually
cause a bucking problem.
“Follow the movement of this three-beat gait as if you are polishing your saddle with
the seat of your pants,” David often jokes. At the canter, your seat should move along
the saddle’s surface back to front in time with the horse’s movement. A relaxed mid
section and lower body will help you to stay in the saddle. Firm legs and a rigid body will
cause you to bounce higher and higher away from your horse. Many horses that once
bucked at the canter were “cured” after their riders improved their own hand and seat
positions. Go figure!
As you slow down from the canter to the trot, sit deeply in your saddle and relax your
legs and hands relax as you bring your horse down to the slower speed. Cantering a
horse correctly is a learned skill and will not be mastered in a day. However, it is said
that perfect practice makes perfect. As you practice “perfectly,” your skills and
confidence will increase and you will be safer wherever you ride your horse.

At clinics and demonstrations, we are often asked to explain the action, as well as the
terminology, of the canter. In this issue, we hope to provide a brief overview of the mechanics
of the gait, and we will try to clarify some of the lingo associated with it.
The canter, a three-beat movement, should be smooth and rhythmical. Most horses canter
freely at liberty and are able to switch “leads” automatically with every change of direction.
Several canter-associated terms and brief definitions follow:


The mechanics of the canter — As the horse travels to the right, the left hind hoof
touches the ground first, followed by the right hind and left front (simultaneously) and
then the right front. This naturally-choreographed pattern of leg movements is known
as a “right lead.” The “left lead” sequence consists of the right hind, then left hind and
right front, and it is completed with the left front.
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Canter depart — The movement that is performed when a horse strides or “lifts” into
the three-beat canter.
Counter-canter — The movement that is performed when a horse canters on the
opposite “lead” around a turn.
Cross-canter — The action that occurs when a horse canters in one lead in the rear and
the opposite in the front.
Flying lead change — An advanced maneuver that is accomplished when the horse
changes from one lead to the other without breaking the canter stride or rhythm.
Simple lead change — A change of leads that occurs when the horse slows to a trot
before switching to the opposite lead.

Most folks identify a “lead” by observing the placement of the horse’s front leg that is reaching
more forward at the canter. A trained eye, however, will notice that the inside rear leg must be
reaching forward as
well for the motion to
be true. As both the
inside front and rear
legs extend forward,
the horse is better able
to maintain its balance
as it makes a turn. The
correct lead position is
essential to the horse’s
movement when it
carries
a
rider.
Inexperienced or sore
horses
may
cross-canter using the
incorrect rear lead.
This unbalanced action
can create a rough ride around a curve. Whenever a horse cross-canters, it may be unable to
make a turn successfully and may even feel as though it is “blowing out of the turn.”
Proper foundation training sets the groundwork for cues that are necessary for the canter and
lead changes to be “installed.” Once a horse has graduated from basic training under saddle, it
should be taught to canter on a loose rein without panicking, bucking or increasing its speed.
Only a rider with well-trained hands and a balanced seat should undertake teaching the early
canter lessons. Also, the horse must have learned to move its hindquarters laterally to both
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sides as signaled by the rider’s leg pressure. Many riders are taught to cue the horse behind the
girth with the outside leg for the canter, but some have no idea what movement is being
initiated by the cue. One well-meaning soul told me that the “outside leg behind the girth” cue
was used so that the judge couldn’t see the rider ask for the canter from the center of the ring.
Actually, as the rider applies pressure behind the girth area with his or her outside leg and
slightly shifts his or her weight to the outside seat bone, he or she moves the horse’s
hindquarters laterally toward the inside of the ring. Positioning the horse in this manner
encourages it to begin the canter pattern with its outside rear leg, thus beginning the proper
sequence for the correct lead from the start.
It is important to note that a canter depart or lead change should never be orchestrated
primarily with the use of rein aids. Both actions originate in the rear of the horse and should be
initiated by the rider’s leg and seat cues. Correct rein aids at the canter are to be used lightly
and timed appropriately to enhance, not manipulate the horse’s natural movement. The
collected canter is a variation of the gait that is mastered through vigilant training and regular
practice.
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Tips for Riding the Whole Horse
Prepared for her first lesson, an anxious client stood waiting at the gate of the arena with her
horse tacked up and ready to ride. As I approached her, I noticed an unusual bit and hackamore
combination apparatus — with added rawhide straps — on her horse’s head that I had never
seen used in any riding discipline. Interested, I asked her to explain the purpose of the
odd-looking creation and how (mechanically) it worked to give her the results she desired. She
simply answered, “I don’t have any idea how it works. I need to use it because he won’t stop!”
Perplexed, I looked again into the horse’s quiet eye and observed that as we spoke, the horse
was standing very still. At that point, I
remarked that the horse seemed to be calm
and obedient on the ground. She added, “Oh,
he’s perfect on the ground. It’s whenever I get
on him that he acts crazy.” I looked at David,
who was smiling his “I got this one” smile.
David invited the rider to mount her horse and
begin around the arena at a walk. The horse
complied, but didn’t drop his head
immediately, so the rider jerked up tightly on
the reins. In response to the rough correction,
the horse threw his head up and to the side.
“Oh,” she added, “He throws his head too!”
The irony of this situation is that experts in the
field of both human and animal behavioral
psychology have undeniably proven that
painful restraint and “control” devices create
more anger, rebellion and despair than
compliance.
Allowing her to proceed with her “necessary” equipment, David began to work his magic. First,
he asked the rider to hold her legs and feet away from the horse’s sides for 10 steps. This was a
difficult maneuver for her because this particular horse spooked and ran away with her earlier
in the year causing her to take a nasty fall. She had therefore conditioned herself to grip with
her legs and calves, squeezing tighter each time she anticipated a scary situation. Her heels
automatically turned in as her grip tightened. In response, the horse sped up each time she
applied her legs to its sides. Her forward-leaning perched position in the saddle (a posture
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many frightened riders assume) was another signal to the horse that the rider intended to
speed up the pace. As she encouraged it to speed up with her body, her hands nervously jerked
at the reins in a manner that seemed to say, “Don’t even think about running away with me.”
As her lessons progressed, the frightened rider began to trust David’s recommendations. She
worked very hard to learn the importance of seat position and leg cues. She began to
understand that her own body language was directing the horse to do things that she certainly
didn’t want to do. Her nervous fretting and rein pulling had literally driven her horse crazy —
especially as each jerk inflicted pain to its nose, muzzle and mouth. The rider eventually realized
that by using the harsh bridle apparatus, she was attempting to control the whole horse by
controlling only its head. Think about it. On a 1000 lb. horse, the head constitutes but a fraction
of its total body weight. Also, the head is generally three to four feet away from the rider’s
body. It really makes more sense to influence the part that’s under the saddle — the big part!
Before long, the rider was able to canter confidently around the arena. Her western-style bridle
now sported merely a snaffle bit and her horse had begun to trust her (much steadier) hands.
She learned the importance of leaning, pressing, allowing and guiding as she rode. She also
learned to remove “kick” and “pull” from her list of approved cues.
One evening as the pair was cooling down from a very successful lesson, the rider smiled and
declared, “David, you have worked miracles with this horse! He was actually dangerous when
we started with our lessons. I can’t believe how you taught me to train him to behave. Thank
you so very much.” As she spoke, I looked across the arena at the horse’s face, and I swear I
saw him wink.
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Winter Workouts Lead To Great
Spring Rides
As the days grow shorter, blustery winds and piles of fallen leaves remind us that our trail riding
opportunities are waning. Although there are a number of dedicated trail blazers among us,
many horse folks hang up their spurs and tuck away their riding gear for the winter months,
since riding for long hours in cold temperatures is a miserable experience. Instead of putting
the horse and tack “away for the winter,” you can use this time to brush up on cues that may
have become dull or ineffective over the summer. You may choose to take this time to try a
new technique in order to improve communication between you and your horse.
A short time ago, we received
a call from a lady who
explained that over the
summer, her beloved trail
horse, “Cody,” had become
difficult to control on the trails
and was becoming increasingly
dangerous to ride along the
highway. “Lois” admitted that
her husband had become
uneasy about her riding this
horse, and that she was very
frustrated with its behavior.
Now, Lois is, without a doubt, the most incredible dog trainer that we have ever had the
privilege to meet, but she feared that this 14-hand Arab-cross “firecracker” had really gotten
the better of her. Lois realized that if she stopped riding for the winter months and ignored
Cody’s problems, by spring those same problems could be even more serious — especially with
high-octane spring grasses fueling the horse’s fiery temperament. Her experience as a dog
trainer and her intense animal savvy told her that she needed to get some help to fix the
problem immediately. Lois admitted that she knows what to do when she is faced with a
snarling, angry dog, but she was unsure how to handle a pushy, frantic horse. We reassured her
that, as with effective dog-training techniques, consistency, clarity, patience, determination and
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positive reinforcement are the most important elements necessary for success when training
horses.
After we evaluated Cody’s fitness, attitude and ability to respond to basic cues, we proposed a
plan that would give Lois and Cody a “workout” that they could do together over the winter.
First, we began with groundwork. Lois learned cues that she could use to move Cody forward,
backward and to the side whenever and wherever she chose. (Improving your horse’s ground
manners is a very effective method in gaining its trust and respect, and it is one aspect of
training that can easily be practiced in cold weather. A rider can dress quite heavily and still
perform the necessary techniques to improve his or her horse’s ground manners. Ground
manner training takes very
little preparation, and it can
be performed in short
sessions inside a barn or
sheltered paddock area.)
Secondly, Lois and Cody both
learned the “head down”
cue so that she could help
him to relax and focus along
the trail whenever he
became
distracted
or
stressed. (This cue can be
practiced from the ground as
well as from the saddle and
can be incorporated into a
session devoted to ground
manners.)
Thirdly, Lois climbed into the saddle and learned to clarify her requests for “walk,” “trot,”
“canter” and “halt.” Quickly, her horse “with no brakes” was stopping with only slight pressure
on the reins. (A rider can work on these types of techniques even in a small paddock area over
the winter months. Please remember that a horse doesn’t need to canter for miles and miles to
learn to canter on cue. Also, when temperatures are frigid, focus on only one technique at a
time so that you can keep the session brief, but enjoyable.)
One of Lois’s favorite exercises utilizes cues that she has learned to move Cody laterally to the
right and the left. A maneuver that can be quite useful on the trail, this technique can be
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practiced in an indoor arena or anywhere that you can safely ride sideways along the length of
a fence or wall. This particular exercise incorporates seat, rein and leg cues and increases “feel”
and sensitivity for both the rider and the horse.
Lois now claims that, in retrospect, she probably needed the training as badly as Cody. We
firmly believe that her desire and willingness to participate in Cody’s training was the
determining factor in the success of their recovered relationship. Lois now possesses tools that
she can use to help her safely ride her horse in any situation. Cody has learned to trust Lois’s
directives, thereby lessening his fears and improving his willingness to be patient. This year, Lois
and Cody will spend their winter months working towards a much more enjoyable spring and
summer trail season. We hope that more riders will consider adopting a winter riding
“workout” program that they can use to build better relationships with their horses.
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Winter Workouts: Going in Circles
As we yearn for milder temperatures and longer days, we look forward to the activities that we
enjoy with our equine partners during the warmer months. Since all equestrian disciplines
require both horse and rider to be able to move in a controlled manner in circular or
semi-circular patterns at varying speeds, this time of year is perfect for you and your horse to
be “going in circles.” The exercise that we describe here can be conducted in a small paddock
area, round pen or other flat plot of ground.

From dressage competitors to barrel racers, every rider is looking for the perfect turn. The key
to finding perfection in the turn is for the rider to take responsibility for his and her horse’s
positions in this maneuver. If the rider becomes distracted or out of position, the horse may
become unbalanced as well. It is important to note that hand position and rein cues will vary
according to the specific style of riding and type of bit used, but the leg and body position of the
rider is strikingly similar in every discipline. It is important to note that while working in a
circular pattern, most mistakes happen when a rider relies on rein pressure to “carry” his or her
horse through a turn. Therefore, we will focus on the body and leg position of the rider and
describe how each influences the horse as it moves in a circular pattern.
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First, mark out an arc-shaped line that you can follow as a pattern. (You can use plastic cones,
buckets or even hay bales.) Believe me, once you begin executing leg, seat and body cues at the
same time, you will be glad to have a guideline to follow. You may also use an outside rail or
fence as a guide.
Now, begin by checking your posture in the saddle. You should be sitting straight and tall,
shoulders square without arching your back. Ask a friend on the ground to view you from the
back. He or she will be able to tell if you are placing more weight on one side of the saddle or
the other. Your elbows should be held loosely at your sides as you carry your hands in front of
your saddle.
Next, ask your horse to move forward at the walk. Your horse’s nose should be bent slightly to
the inside of the curve, and it should carry its head and neck in a relaxed manner. (You may
choose to use the 1-2-3-4 technique described in previous issues to achieve this position.) As
you move around the pattern, your inside leg should pulse with gentle pressure against the
girth area at the horse’s ribs, encouraging it to move towards the inside of the circle. As the
horse moves away from your leg cue (with nose and hip rounded in), it will begin to “fold” its
body around your leg, creating a round and supple effect. You should learn to adjust the
amount of leg pressure (as well as the timing of the cues) needed to keep your horse rounded.
As your horse negotiates the turn, slightly shift your body weight to your outside seat bone and
stirrup. This will help the horse to stay straight in the turn.
Some of the world’s top trainers speak of “riding the horse’s withers.” Simply put, keep your
horse’s withers upright and moving in the direction of the turn. Focusing on the position of the
withers encourages the rider to use minimal rein cues as he or she rounds the horse’s entire
body — not just the head and neck. If your horse has a tendency to cut or duck into the center
of the circle, use your body weight to shift its withers to the outside. Some riders actually cause
their horses to duck in on a circle because they unconsciously lean inward on the turn. Just the
slightest shift inward of your body weight can cause the horse to hit a barrel, pole or cone in a
tight turn. Keep your eyes focused ahead and slightly to the inside of the turn so that your
horse can feel the influence of your upper body. Looking downward causes your body weight to
shift enough to throw the horse off balance. Therefore, if you look down at the cone, your
horse will probably step on it due to your involuntary weight shift.
Continue working this exercise at the walk until your horse is moving fluidly around the curve
and you are able to utilize the leg and seat cues comfortably. As you progress, change
directions and try the exercise at the trot and canter. Once you and your horse have mastered
this maneuver in a small circle, move to a larger riding arena and practice moving along the rail.
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Remember, your horse should be working off your body — not your hands — for the perfect
turn. This exercise should help you to keep your horse from cutting his turns short in the larger
circle.
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More Winter Workouts:
The “Head Down” Cue
The “head down” cue is one of the most valuable tools you’ll ever teach your horse. Touted by
well-known trainers like John Lyons and Clinton Anderson, this versatile cue can encourage
your horse to relax, slow its gait and lift its top line. In response to last month’s training article,
a few readers asked us to explain how, when and why a rider would use such a cue — the
details of which we have outlined as such:

Why: Horses drop their heads (nose to the ground) for two
main reasons — to eat and drink or to lie down. In either case,
the horse must be relaxed and comfortable. Furthermore,
experts claim that horses actually become calmer as a result
of lowering their heads, not the other way around. This
built-in relaxant, controlled by a signal that may be initiated
from ground or saddle, can provide you with a training edge in
lessening your horse’s anxiety.

When: Although it is seldom recommended that training
take place in the stall — a stall should be a horse’s place of
respite — you can teach the “head down” cue anywhere that
you and your horse have room to stand. Despite winter winds
and freezing temperatures, this low-stress exercise can be
practiced inside the barn. Consequently, as the horse becomes more responsive to ground
cues, you may need to move outdoors (or find a larger indoor area) to practice this cue from
the saddle, because your horse eventually should walk, trot and canter as you perform the
maneuver.
Your willingness to “stay in the game” until your horse responds correctly and consistently to
your directives is a requirement for teaching any new cue. The “head down” cue may be
applied whenever your horse becomes nervous or impatient as you lead it with a bridle. If your
horse becomes distracted, simply apply the cue repeatedly until your horse drops it head,
relaxes and focuses its attention on you. Additionally, this versatile cue can be used as a
warm-up and cool-down exercise, allowing the horse to stretch its back muscles as it relaxes.
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How: For the cue to work properly, your horse must be wearing a bridle with a (preferably
full-cheek) snaffle bit. Standing at your horse’s left shoulder, grasp the left rein in your left hand
about six to eight inches from the bit and grip the base of the horse’s mane (directly above the
withers) with your right hand for stability. Next, pull up and slightly back on the left rein, using
one to two pounds of pressure until the horse drops its nose. As soon as you feel the slightest
pull downward, release pressure on the rein, because your release tells the horse that it
responded correctly. Praise the horse by stroking its neck, and repeat the procedure until the
horse drops its nose consistently on cue. If the horse does not react quickly or correctly, hold
steady pressure until you receive the correct response.
Some horses may not respond to the cue for what seems to be an eternity. Stay calm — the
horse will eventually give in. If the horse becomes confused, it may lift its head, move forward
or backward and become fussy. Still, it is important that you do not change the pressure or let
go of the rein, because, with your release, the horse will believe it has reacted properly,
resulting in longer, more frustrating training efforts for both of you. Ideally, the horse should
eventually drop its nose to the ground, and the release is your key to success.
Once the horse is responding consistently, move to the right side and repeat using your right
hand on the right rein with your left hand positioned at the base of the mane. When your horse
has mastered this cue on both sides from the ground, move to the saddle and practice by lifting
up on one rein at a time (in the same direction, in the same manner and using the same
amount of pressure that you used on the ground), then releasing.
Successfully adding this cue to your training repertoire, you will find the prompt helpful when
your horse is nervous, frightened or otherwise distracted. In any case, your horse will soon
learn to enjoy the new exercise, which you should find to be a versatile training aid that will
make your rides more satisfying.
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Training for the Trails
Trail season is quickly approaching.
For many of us, the season’s
spectacular sights, sounds and fresh
spring air quickly whisk away the
winter blues. Providing therapeutic
exercise for horses and riders, trail
riding offers a break from the
monotony of winter schooling rings.
Nothing is quite so close to Heaven
as a quiet ride along a wooded trail
on one’s favorite horse at the end of
a hectic workday.
If you choose to enjoy the trails with
others, you must work to ensure the
sanctity of the ride for everyone
involved. You can begin by properly
preparing your horse and yourself
for this popular pastime. After all
your tack and equipment have been
cleaned, conditioned and checked
for proper fit and safety, you should
evaluate your horse’s health and fitness — including its mouth and hooves. Heavy winter coats
and muddy paddock areas sometimes mask problems that must be corrected before any
serious activity can begin. Additionally, make sure that you are fit and able to undertake the
type of riding that you enjoy. When a rider is out of shape, he or she may tire easily and
become sore more quickly than a physically fit rider. In this case, the rider’s weight shifts
frequently, which can irritate a horse’s back. A simple exercise routine, such as basic fitness
walking, can improve your stamina and agility in the saddle.
Now, once you and your horse are physically ready to begin, make sure that all communication
lines between the two of you are open. Before you set out on the trail, take time to practice
turns, halts, rein cues and leg cues. After a few months of limited winter riding, you may need a
“brush up” on your signals. Once you are satisfied that all the proper signals are working
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smoothly and that the horse is consistently responding to your cues, you are ready to join the
crowd and enjoy the ride.
If it was only that simple…
Unfortunately, divergent personalities — human and/or equine — can result in a miserable, or
even unsafe, trail riding experience. A nasty trail rider can lessen other riders’ fun, but a nasty
horse can cause serious injury to other riders, horses or property. If you ride a horse that kicks,
bites, pins its ears or is otherwise aggressive, it is your responsibility to see that the problem is
corrected before you line up head to tail with others along the trail. A red ribbon in the tail is a
warning to other riders but should not be considered an excuse for a horse’s dangerous
behavior.
If your horse reacts negatively on the trail, first try to evaluate when and where the behavior is
occurring. Is the horse pinning its ears or threatening to kick only when the rider is too close? Is
the horse lurching forward to bite or grab at a horse with its teeth? If your horse becomes
nervous or defensive when another horse approaches from the rear, you must consistently
reassure your horse that you will protect it and will not allow it to be attacked.
Most predators attack from the back (by grabbing the rear legs or jumping up on to rump) as
the horse is running away. Mares are approached from the rear by breeding stallions and
therefore may be unsure of an unfamiliar horse’s intentions. If your horse becomes nervous
when it is approached from the rear, you can lessen its anxiety by playing “the passing game”
with some friends on horseback.
Begin the game by walking along the trail or around an arena in single file. Allow enough space
(forward, backward and sideways) between all the horses so that no horse becomes nervous,
anxious or otherwise distracted. As you all move along at the walk, the last horse in the line
should speed up at the walk and pass (giving the other horses a wide berth as it passes) all of
the other horses to take over the first position in line. Then, the current horse in last position
should move to the front of the line and so on. As the horses rotate positions, the riders can
begin to close the spaces between the horses until they are lined up in positions similar to that
on a trail ride. Reward your horse each time that it allows another horse to pass without
reacting. As your horse becomes comfortable with the game and the changes in position, you
can increase the horse’s passing speed. Pass at the trot, then the canter, building confidence in
horses that fear being approached from the rear.
If your horse kicks out or attempts to bite another horse during the game, you must scold and
discipline its actions. Although your horse may be frightened, it must not be permitted to act
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out in a way that could injure another horse or rider. We cannot stress strongly enough that it is
your responsibility as a rider to fix this problem before you put someone else at risk. If your
horse is acting out on an organized trail ride, excuse yourself, go to the rear of the ride and
maintain a safe distance from others until you return to camp.
The good news is that most negative behaviors can be easily corrected. If your horse is acting in
a manner that makes you feel unsafe, or if you are having difficulty overcoming a problem such
as this, please contact a professional trainer to help you evaluate and correct the problem.
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Spring Tune-Ups for Rider and
Horse
As we celebrate the arrival of warmer, longer days, we look forward to riding a horse that has
been on “vacation” for the winter months. Although many horses can be pulled out of the barn
after months of non-use without a hitch, there are even more that may need a quick “tune-up”
before heading out to the trails or arena.
Riders should always keep in mind that horses that have been stalled or have limited turnout
for an extended period may have lost muscle tone and physical stamina. Early spring rides
should begin slow and gradually increase in time and difficulty until the horse’s fitness levels
improve. Complicated maneuvers such as sliding stops or jumping should be delayed until the
horse has regained its agility and flexibility so as to minimize the possibility of injuries.
Riders also may find that their
quiet, compliant mount is
friskier and more alert after a
long layoff. Keep in mind that
spring weather makes us all feel
like kicking up our heels. You
and your horse will most likely
notice more movement around
you. Sugary spring grasses, loss
of heavy winter hair, gentle
breezes and raging hormones
may also add to a level of
heightened sensitivity in your
horse. In all honesty, many
riders need to do some
tuning-up as well before returning to the saddle. A rusty rider on top of a “seasonally spooky”
horse can be a formula for disaster. Take time to increase your fitness levels as well as your
horse’s so that any sudden movements or reactions can be managed correctly from the saddle.
Here are some recommendations for beginning a successful spring start-up program. First,
begin by sharpening your horse’s ground manners before you climb onboard. The old-timers
proclaim, “If you can’t lead it, you better not try to ride it.” In most cases this is true. Since we
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have described ground manner exercises in previous issues, we welcome any questions new
readers may have on the subject. Once your horse is responding quickly and willingly on the
ground and your tack has been checked for your safety and your horse’s comfort, you may
choose to begin your riding exercises in a small, enclosed area. Turning an excitable horse out
toward an open field or trail is much like sending a teenager into the mall with a parent’s credit
card — the temptation may be overwhelming. First, sharpen your rein cues at the walk by
applying pressure then releasing as soon as the horse responds correctly. Practice turning both
directions repeatedly. Make it a game to see how fast you can release the pressure until you
feel that the horse is responding before you ask. Amazingly, this phenomenon actually occurs.
Because a horse’s reaction time is far superior to a human’s, our brains do not process the
horse’s physical response until after the horse has responded and is waiting for our release.
Due to our inferior reaction processing time, a rider may perceive that the horse is reading his
or her mind. In any case, it can be quite rewarding to take the communication between you and
your horse to this level.
You may then practice the pressure and release exercise at the trot and canter. Begin by
moving in small, even circles and gradually move into larger ones. This way, if your horse
becomes excited or distracted, you can quickly reduce the size of the circle until you regain
control. Riding in circles and pre-determined patterns can really improve rider/horse
communication. While riding in patterns, you can pay close attention to maintaining correct
balance and riding form.
As the horse bends
around a cone, bucket or
bale of hay, a rider can
improve his or her seat
and leg cues — and in
turn, improve his or her
own coordination and
fitness. Patterns need
not be complicated or
fancy. A figure eight or
cloverleaf pattern can be
very effective for these
exercises. Many trainers
and professional riders
use patterns as a tool to
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keep young or difficult horses on task. Practice the turns and circles until you feel as though the
horse is responding to your legs and seat well enough that you could eliminate all rein pressure
if necessary. At this point, you will realize that you are riding the whole horse, not just the head
— a topic we will cover in our next issue. A word of caution — it is possible to overuse a
pattern. Frequent change of directions or patterns will keep your horse from becoming bored
or sour to its workouts. When your horse is responding well, leave the work area and take a
quick trail ride as a reward. Enjoy your horse and allow it to enjoy you. It’s spring!
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A Comfortable Ride
Properly-fitted tack is essential to your
horse’s health and comfort. Spring is a
great time to complete a thorough
checkup of your riding equipment,
even if you have ridden during the
winter months.
Take time to examine your equipment
for loose screws, nails and other
hardware. Remove the rust and dirt
from your tack, so that all moving
parts are working smoothly. Replace
the leather straps and ties that show
signs of “dry rot” or tearing. Re-oil
your leather saddles, bridles and girths
at this time. Fluctuating winter
temperatures wreak havoc on leather,
removing its natural moisture and
lubricants.
Place the saddle on your horse’s back without using a blanket or pad. You should check the fit
of your saddle frequently, because any change in the horse’s condition or muscle development
can affect the way its saddle fits. A horse that is used primarily in the summer months can
display changes in weight and muscle tone following an extended lay-off period. Furthermore, a
horse that is being trained or used correctly should build up its “top line,” this includes the
groups of muscles that run along the top of its body from jaw and poll to croup. In both cases,
the fit of the saddle can be drastically altered. It is important to remember that many behavior
and performance problems are directly related to back pain from poor saddle fit. A horse that
dislikes being brushed, saddled or mounted; is slow to warm up; exhibits certain forms of
lameness or becomes increasingly resistant to training may be telling you that its back hurts.
Without using a pad or blanket, you can check both western and English saddles for proper fit
in the following areas:
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Check your saddle tree’s clearance in the wither area. You should be able to slide your
hand between the saddle and the withers. The bones in the withers area have little
protection and can be pinched or bruised easily, much like your own shin bones.
See that the saddle sits level on your horse’s back. A tilted seat places a greater
concentration of the rider’s weight in one area of the horse’s back.
Examine the panel areas for gaps between the top
and sides of the saddle and the horse’s back.
Keys to a Properly-Fit Saddle:
According to Dr. Joyce Harman’s The Horse’s
1. Wither Clearance
Pain-Free Back and Saddle-Fit Book, “The panels
2. Level Seat Placement
are the parts of the saddle that most directly
3. Panel Comfort
impact the horse…they need to feel comfortable
to the horse and conform to his shape as well as
4. Saddle “Bridging”
distribute your weight over as large an area as
5. Leather Fitments
possible.” The panels’ curves should evenly follow
the curves of your horse’s back.
Check for “bridging,” evidence that the saddle is contacting the horse’s back in four
separate points, rather than evenly distributing your weight along its back.
Check your billets, girths or cinches, and stirrup bars and leathers for any recessing or
pinching in those areas.

Once you have determined that your saddle fits properly, you may add a blanket or pad that
enhances the position or fit of your saddle. Some horses require special padding. Wedge pads,
wither relief pads and other inserts are often necessary, but should never be added under a
saddle that just doesn’t fit. You should also check the sweated and dry marks on your horse’s
back after riding. Dry marks may indicate “hot spots,” areas of uneven pressure.
Next, double check your bridle and bit. Make sure that the head stall fits correctly and does not
pinch. The bit you choose should fit comfortably across the width of the mouth and should not
pull through the lips when rein pressure is applied. Over time, snaffle and “broken” bits can
become rigid due to dirt or rust. Replace any worn bridle parts. Checking your tack before your
next ride will ensure that you and your horse are truly enjoying your time together.
For an evaluation of the fit of your horse’s saddle or bridle, consult a reputable trainer or other
qualified horse professional.
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Getting in Shape for
Summer Riding
Funny, it seems to take me longer each spring to get back into good riding form. Oh sure, I can
hold my hands, elbows, legs, shoulders and other body parts in the proper positions. I can even
hold one body part still as another part applies pressure and releases as I control each
movement that my horse performs. I can do those tricky maneuvers all year long; however, it
seems as though I can’t hold the positions as long or as steadily after a long winter “lay-off.”
Don’t get me wrong. David and I ride all year long, but I generally ride with less intensity and
commitment in the colder months. In other words, I ride for fun. As summer show season
approaches, I feel like I’m back in college facing “finals week.” All of a sudden, I realize that
“Amber” and I haven’t been keeping up with the tough stuff. We’ve been slacking. My horse’s
top line needs toned just as much as my…well, as much as I do.
If you happen to experience the same show or trail season panic that I feel, keep in mind that
our horses need quality time and training to get back into top shape just like we do. When our
son played high school football, he ran laps for weeks, lifted weights for months and ran drills
forever in order to be ready for the season. Coaches design specific exercise regimes in order to
build their players’ stamina and strength and to avoid injuries. Throughout the year, David rides
a cross-country ski machine that keeps his legs and lower back limber for riding.
Horse owners must remember that, just like football players, horses need a well-designed
exercise regime to get them ready for competition or hard work. Simply being turned out in a
large pasture is not enough. Sure, your horse may run across the entire field every couple days,
but that doesn’t mean that he’s building stamina or muscle tone. I run to the bottom of the
steps every few days to answer the phone, but I surely wouldn’t want to enter a marathon
tomorrow. Remember if you plan to ride on an organized trail ride or endurance event, your
horse may be working for 6 to 8 hours a day, three days in a row. Put the time in to build your
horse’s stamina before you set out on a long trek. Get yourself in shape as well. When we get
tired, our legs get shaky, our arms get weak and we stumble more than usual. The more tired
you become in the saddle, the less responsible you are for your weight and balance. When your
horse is over-tired, he risks injury with every step. With you on his back, he’s responsible for his
weight and yours--his balance and yours--and all you realize is that your butt is beginning to
hurt. Maybe I’m being harsh, and I feel that most riders truly love their horses and would never
intentionally hurt them, but I know that the old “beast of burden” idea sometimes prevails over
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the fact that horses truly tire and feel pain just as we do. We love a long challenging trail ride or
a hunter pace as much as the next riders. That’s what summer is about for David and I. This
year, we pledge to get our horses (and ourselves) in shape so that we can all enjoy ourselves.
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Lessons on the Trail
Tomorrow, my friend Janet
and I will head off to ride the
horse trails of a local state
park. I’m really looking
forward to a relaxing girls’ day
out in the mountains. David
happens to be spending a long
weekend fishing on the Bay
with his brother, so “Flip” and I
will spend the day with our
“double-dates,” Janet and
“Hoss.”
As crazy as it sounds, I always
feel guilty spending the day
hacking in the woods with Flip.
He just needs so much work
on his canter departs and
halts. His trot isn’t steady, and
my goal for the summer is to
hit some hunter shows with
the big lug. He’s already had
miles of trail work. Last
summer,
the
strapping
draft-cross carried a 300-lb.
rider almost 100 miles from
Gettysburg, Pa., to Breezewood, Pa., leading a group of at-risk teen riders.
We are well aware of his ability to work as a steady trail horse with any level of rider. However,
the big guy revealed an unexpected talent one evening that thrilled David and me. As the 11
other equines of the family were joining in a game of “tag, gallop and buck,” Flip found himself
being pursued by Jesse, the fierce patriarch of the Adcock herd.
As he speeded toward the barn, Flip realized that Jesse was gaining on him, teeth bared and
ears pinned. In a split-second decision, Flip turned toward the massive six-feet-high and
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ten-feet-wide compost pile in the pasture. He was surely trapped. David and I cringed as we
awaited Jesse’s attack. To our disbelief, Flip shifted back, leaped into the air and cleared the
entire compost pile. At that moment, we decided that his athletic talents should be honed for
the show ring. I have since been shouldering the responsibility of creating a respectable hunter
out of him.
Here’s the plan. In order to relieve myself of all guilt associated with Flip and I just having a “fun
day,” I will use our time on the trail to practice the following easy-to-accomplish-on-the-trail
exercises that will increase our level of communication:
First, the “speed control” game is accomplished by the rider controlling three different speeds
of walk, three speeds of trot, and three degrees of canter without breaking out of the chosen
gait. Ask the horse to walk, then experiment with slight give and take on the reins, and by
applying slight leg pressure, get the horse to speed up or slow down without being goosey or
throwing its head. Be patient and reward the horse when it answers your requests correctly.
Next, see how far you can lengthen your horse’s steps at the walk. The best place to do this is
along a stretch of pasture fence, or any other span of posts that are evenly spaced. Without
changing a thing, count the steps that your horse takes between a set of fence posts. For the
next set, try to cut down the number of steps by lengthening the horse’s strides. You can even
compete with other riders who have similar-sized horses. Each time, try to shorten the amount
of steps by lengthening the stride more and more. A word to the wise, if you push too much,
the horse will break into a short-strided trot. So in this game, finesse is crucial.
Thirdly, use this time to practice your rein commands. As your horse walks forward, apply slight
pressure on one rein until the horse slightly turns its head to that side. Release the pressure as
quickly as you can. Repeat this exercise on both sides and challenge yourself to see if you can
release the pressure as you learn to anticipate the horse’s correct response to your cue. Don’t
release until the horse responds. Both you and your horse will enjoy a game of “who reacts
first.” In the process, you will gain some real insight into a horse’s impressive reaction time.
So there you have three simple but educational games you can play on the trail. And as far as
anyone needs to know, Janet and I are “schooling” tomorrow. Well, that’s our story and we’re
sticking to it.
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Taking Back Control
Frequently, we receive emails and phone
calls from potential clients that focus on
one familiar theme — control. The inquiries
usually open with lines such as these:
I’ve been riding horses all my life, but I had
a pretty nasty fall from this new gelding I
just bought. Now every time I step up into
the stirrup, I freeze up and break out in a
cold sweat.
A number of clients who contact our office
shamefully believe that they are somehow
failing the highly-touted “Cowboy Up” rule
each time they remove the tack from their
horse and lead it back to the stall instead of
climbing aboard. We try to assure each one
of these folks that their fears are generally
justified. In the course of one frightening
experience, they lost control of their horses
— and of their own abilities to stay safe.
To solve this problem, riders must regain control of their horses’ movements and attitudes —
not just sniff the blood back up a broken nose and get on a second time.
A rider can regain control of his or her own safety on horseback by first identifying the
existence of the following reasons for horse and rider conflicts:





Eliminate any possibility of illness, soreness or lameness in your horse. Nobody wants to
go to work when he or she is feeling poorly.
Check your tack and riding equipment. Many horses will buck or try to bolt out from
under a poorly-fitted saddle. Please remember that adding extra saddle pads to a tight
saddle is like putting on additional socks in shoes that are too small.
Check for a response to bit pressure from the ground. A horse that has little or no
knowledge of bit pressure or rein cues can become panicky when pressure is applied to
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its tender mouth. This often leads to forceful head tossing or to the desire to find
another way to eliminate the pressure.
Determine if your horse is “flinchy,” head-shy or spooky. By nature, horses are
programmed to believe that anything that jumps on their backs, grabs their legs or
encircles their heads may be a predator preparing to make them its next meal. Some
horses need to be assured that their riders are not going to harm them. A thorough
de-spooking program will help this type of horse become desensitized to frightening
objects or events in their environment.
Make sure that your horse is willingly responsive to the “go forward” cue. Many bucking
and rearing episodes occur when a horse refuses to move forward as if to say, “I’m
afraid and I’m not going any farther.” Horses are not born knowing that a hard kick to
the ribs means “move along!”
Learn and utilize a universal emergency technique such as the “one-rein stop” taught by
John Lyon’s and Clinton Anderson’s training programs. When things turn sour during a
ride, everyone needs a good solid tool that he or she can use to diffuse a buck, rear or
runaway.
Become a proactive rider. Stop waiting to see if your horse is going to spook or panic at
every new obstacle. Herd behavior studies dictate that every horse is looking for a
trustworthy and dependable leader to protect its safety and well-being. If you are
scared, your horse will be too. It is imperative that you be the one who “calls the shots”
before your horse feels the need to make decisions for the both of you. That’s when you
lose control.
Never set your horse up for failure. Riding full speed across an open pasture or arena
can cause a young or green horse to celebrate or kick up its heels. Careless racing and
dangerous horseplay can encourage even a well-trained horse to react in a negative
manner.
Ride with others who practice safe ring, trail or showground etiquette. Not everyone
cares as much as you do about your horse’s health and/or your safety.
Finally, contact a reputable professional riding instructor or trainer to help you assess
your relationship with your horse if you still feel fearful or unsure about your ability to
remain safe during your ride. Many professionals in the business are qualified to address
all aspects of riding and horsemanship.
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The Move
Over the past nine months, David and I have worked many long days--and rode many long
miles--in our mission to bring at-risk youths and horses together in therapeutic harmony. In late
June, we joined forces with VisionQuest, a nationally-recognized program that provides
extraordinary experiences to troubled youths, to escort a group of fifteen girls on horseback
from Gettysburg to Breezewood, PA. The 100-mile “quest” required eleven days of hard riding.
A few “down days” gave both riders and horses a break. Col. Steve Bloom, a seasoned veteran
of the VisionQuest wagon trains that date back to the mid 1970s, enlisted David and I to help
coordinate the ride that would move an existing girls’ residential program from South
Mountain, PA to their new facility in Warfordsburg by horseback.
An avid trail rider, I was excited at the prospect of traveling the historic routes used by cavalry
troops in the early days of our country. I envisioned a glorious scenic ride over wooded
mountain trails with only the quiet rhythmic sounds of horses’ hooves and scurrying wildlife as
background music to the journey. However, early on I realized that our proposed routes would
not be mountain trails, but instead, busy highways and intersections. Also, my riding “buddies”
would be angry frightened young ladies who had very little interest in riding long miles on
horses.
After Col. Bloom and David led the girls in a two-week crash course of horsemanship and basic
cavalry riding techniques at a farm in South Mountain, we started on our journey. Col. Bloom,
David and I, and two amazing young “scouts,” Amanda Burton, daughter of VisionQuest
founder, Bob Burton, and Megan Devonshire, the daughter of VQ’s first wagon master, Jake
Devonshire, mounted up with girls in tow. We were blessed to have a great staff of “camp
jacks” who moved our belongings from place to place each day while we traveled on horseback.
David rode “Waltz,” the charming little black horse that many have seen at our demos, and I
rode “Lacy,” a rugged appaloosa mare--the only mare on the trip.
I believe that the success of this journey lays not in the 100-plus years of horse experience
boasted by the staff members who accompanied the young ladies, but instead is founded in the
steadiness, patience and skill of the amazing line of “quest horses” owned by VQ. Twenty solid
bay, chestnut and sorrel geldings whose ages range from seven to seventeen years, make up
this extraordinary line of equine therapists. In this group, registered and grade, no breed is
excluded.
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The only qualifications are that each gelding must be the correct color (according to cavalry
specifications) and must be sound and sane. From blaring hot-rod engines to thundering tractor
trailer engine brakes, screaming girls and fire sirens, nothing alters the steadfast pace of these
horses. Each day, Osceola, Doc, Spur, Hammer and “the boys” carried anxious girls through
busy intersections crowded with impatient drivers and blowing horns without incident. Even
the occasional growing dog or blowing garbage bag did not distract “ the boys” from their
mission.
Their mission was to prove to these often mistreated, misunderstood or abused young ladies
that they could truly learn to trust in something--or someone. With little direction (or even
affection at the start) from their riders, the horses steadily pounded the pavement,
head-to-tail, day in and day out. At night, they stood quietly, munching their hay tied on-line to
round pen panels as the girls slept peacefully in their tee-pee-like “sibleys.” By dawn’s light, the
horses were again fitted with McClellan cavalry-style tack in preparation for another day’s
work.
Along the way, an
amazing scene began to
unfold, some young
ladies were often found
“confiding” in their
horses.
One
day’s
worth of safe and
enjoyable riding was
often
enough
to
elevate even the most
timid rider into a new
level of self-esteem.
Girls began helping
each other with their
horses,
encouraging
their peers and even
laughing and joking
with the staff members
who some held responsible for this difficult quest. The girls saved apples from their lunches to
give to their own “boy” as we paused in parking lots and open fields for a sandwich at
noontime. As they bragged about their own horse’s special abilities, it was evident that positive
relationships were forming. Anger was quickly being replaced by a sense of peace--confidence
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for fear. I believe this was happening because of the unwavering love, courage and patience
shown by the quest horses.
When we descended the last long hill--known as Town Hill to many-- the horses’ pace was
quickened, their heads raised as a group of spectators applauded lining the driveway to the
new property. The horses glanced back and forth to each spectator as if to say, “You are
welcome!” Although the staff members didn’t walk the 100-mile trek, our patience wore thin
and our bodies grew tired. We questioned the decision to make this trip many times along the
way. Our behinds were sore and our faces scorched by the sun. We heard every complaint at
least 100 times. We wanted to quit more times than one can imagine. Not so for the amazing
group of quest horses that walked every step of the way. They taught us, college-educated
teachers, horse trainers and human therapists, not to give up--no matter what. They showed us
through courageous spirit that actions, not words, are the keys to healing broken hearts.
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Show Pony or Work Horse?
A familiar theme on the National Geographic Channel show “Dog Whisperer” is renowned dog
behavior expert Cesar Millan recognizing during his evaluation of the clients that owner and
dog are mismatched — one is generally sedentary and passive, the other is full of energy and
spice. His advice in such situations is that one party must make suitable changes in his or her
lifestyle in order to keep the other happy. In other words, if the dog needs a great deal exercise,
the owner had better invest in a comfortable pair of walking shoes. If the dog is aggressive or
timid, the owner must learn to adjust his or her attitude when handling the dog in different
situations. If neither option is
favorable, the two must part
company.
At a recent leadership conference,
a speaker stated that some folks
are “show ponies” and some are
“work horses.” I truly believe that
statement to be true and
recognize that many people are
quite happy in their jobs being the
work horses of the team. On the
other hand, some are best suited
to use their public personas to
open doors for the rest. It has
been proven that people who are
expected to fulfill roles unsuited for their abilities or talents can become ill, stressed, depressed
or worse.
Unfortunately, David and I see too many horses that are unsuited for the job that they have
been assigned. For example, there was the nervous 3-year-old “show” horse whose only
exercise was at the unskilled hands of a frightened 9-year-old girl. The parents of this child took
the advice of a “skilled trainer” who advised that this would be the horse that would take them
“all the way.” Then there was the aged hunter that felt the sting of a crop at every jump and
every lead change because arthritis and an ungrateful rider had driven the horse far past its
prime in an effort to stay on top of the circuit’s point totals. I also think about the
sweet-tempered Walking Horse that wears the “double chain” bit and stumbles repeatedly
because it “won’t slow down” and stay with the family’s stock horses.
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A man once told us “A horse is a just tool to be used to get the job done in any manner I see
fit.” The man continued, “I buy the feed. I own him.” We don’t argue that when you own a
horse, buy its feed, pay its vet and farrier bills and clean its stall daily, the animal owes you
something in return.
Each year when David and I work with the 4-H riders at their Regional Camp, our message is
that folks should give more consideration to the breed, confirmation and age of the horse they
are planning to use. Some buyers have the same two things in mind when they hunt for a horse
or a potential spouse — looks and money. As Cesar Millan advises, when owner and horse find
that they are mismatched, the owner must take responsibility to make major lifestyle
adjustments or find a more suitable animal for the work that they want to do.
If you have found that your horse is not performing its job in the manner that you had planned,
or if your riding time has become more stressful than fun, you need to contact a reputable
trainer or riding instructor who can help you determine if you and your horse are well-suited
for each other.
A good trainer will be able to help a horse and rider team make sound decisions about any
adjustments that they may need to make. If pain, injury or age is hindering your performance,
talk to your veterinarian or equine health care professional about treatments that can help your
horse to feel and/or perform better. Find exercises or activities that make you both feel good
and use those to build trust. You may find new joy in riding your horse.
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About the Trainers
David and Zeta Adcock are Kenny Harlow "Training with Trust" certified trainers and active members of
Keystone Dressage and Combined Training Association.

David Adcock has studied formal dressage,
jumping and three-day eventing. Before moving to
Pennsylvania, he performed staff duties in the
fox-hunting fields of Virginia. He has led at-risk
youths on horseback hundreds of miles across
Arizona, Florida and Pennsylvania. His teaching
experience includes years of equine-assisted
therapy sessions for troubled youth and more than
a decade of formal riding and horsemanship
lessons for private clients. David specializes in
sports rehabilitation therapy for equine athletes.

Zeta Adcock, B.S. Ed., developed equine-assisted
therapy programs for more than a decade. With extensive
training in communications, conflict management and
character development, Zeta adds over 40 years of
horsemanship to the seminar experience.
She
specializes in training horses for the trail and
desensitization. A freelance writer, she also writes
articles for national and regional horse publications. Her
articles appear in monthly issues of The Paper Horse
magazine.
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